


Its front is like the Linemar outfit  shown in Fig.3 in OSN 6
except that the words at the bottom are 'MADE BY LOUIS MARX
& CO  200  5th  AVE.  N.Y.C.'.  It  is  the set  shown  on the card
below, and the back has the MBCS name, followed by 'The
Vest  Pocket  Builder'; 4 'medals'
(different

to those on
the  CLOU  set);  and  the
Louis Marx address. The card, 150*123mm,
has push  through  tabs  which  hold the bottom of  the set's
sleeve in place, and it can be seen, less the set, in the MCS
'100 TOYS IN ONE' entry (which was no doubt made before it
was realised that the card was just packaging for the Set).

Two further examples of 'matchbox' packaging have been
seen, both from America. In the   one, below,
a Linemar set is centred in a   larger  box,
about  3¼*2½",  by
spacing  cardboard on
either side, and with

just 'Construction Set'  on
the lid. Notice that the Linemar name on the Set

has been blacked out.
The  other  example  is  another  'Linemar'  box  with  the

blacking out at the bottom. It is packed in a clear plastic bag
about 1½ times the size of the box. The bag also contains
a  model  sheet,
folded to  fit  into
it.  The  top  is
closed  with  a
piece  of  folded
cardboard stapled over it, one side of which is shown above.

Also mentioned in OSN 6, a Spanish set called MACÓN with
scaled  up  'matchbox'  parts,  and another  called TEXAS with
parts that could be used with MACÓN. An example of TEXAS
has yet to be found and no further MACÓN sets are known.
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9. Snippet. A SUPERSONIC Outfit  Most of the parts in
this 1950s UK Aero system were described in 14/367 and a
couple  of  other  points  about  it  are  mentioned in  the  AJET
article elsewhere in the Issue. No set was known until one was
sold on Ebay recently and the box & manual are shown in the
next  column.  The  top  half  of  the  lid  was  included  in  the
original photo and was a blue or purple but badly faded, with
a label covering most of it, identical to the corresponding part
of  the manual  cover.  The main  parts  are strung or clipped
singly to the backing card. Notice that the red Bush Wheel has
3 face holes, not the 4 mentioned (incorrectly) in OSN 14. The
quantities of the smaller parts used in the manual models are:
16 Flat Brackets; 12 A/Bs; 52 Nuts; 44,8,2,4,2,2 of ¼,3⁄8,½,

5⁄8,¾,1" Bolts; 2 Axles; & 4 Spring Clips. By scaling, the Nut is
5⁄16" square, the standard A/F size of 4BA commercial nuts at
the time. Most of the N&B have a brass look and reflected light
could account for the few with a silver appearance.
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10. Snippet. An ARWILL Lid  Details of a manual and some
parts from this small UK system were given in 29/856, and the
similar BELMONT was described in 36/1076. Both are a little
unusual in having 2h wide Flat Trunnions, 4, 8, & 12h long
Strips, and a 4*8h Flanged Plate. Now, below, the lid of a set

sold on Ebay. The 8 models on it are all in the OSN 29 manual,
though some are seen from a slightly different viewpoint. The
Set's contents weren't shown, nor were the dimensions of the
box given.
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11. Snippet.  An EZY-BILT Set  with  Yellow Parts  The
existence  of  yellow  Strips  was  mentioned  in  19/545  but  it
wasn't clear if they were ever included in sets. Now a No.5
outfit  seen  on  Ebay,  seeming  complete,  has  all  the  Strips,
DAS, & Trunnions in yellow; the only other 'strip'  parts are
green Curved Strips, and the other parts are in the normal red
& nickel colour scheme. The Lid is yellow with the 2 boys & a
Shovel design, as on the manual cover in 22/638. It has SET
NO.5 above the righthand boy and LEAD FREE under him. The
words EZY-BILT LTD., ADELAIDE can be seen in a line under the
design. There are 2 layers of parts in light blue moulded plastic
trays and the manual cover is the Sidney Harbour Bridge type
shown in 7/145. A Price List with the set is dated FEBRUARY
1967; the address on it can't be read but it is not the Kilkenny
one on the February 1966 example in MCS, and its last line
could be Adelaide S.A.
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12. MERKUR in 2007  Based on the English language section
of the company's web site (www.merkurtoys.cz) in mid-2007,
there have been no changes to the ranges of  parts  & sets
noted for 2005 in 33/991. The Czech section though shows
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